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0Figure 1: Stress-strain responses of a shape memory alloy at di�erent temperatures.In ase of so-alled quasiplasti deformation, aused by external loadings leading todetwinning, it an only be reversed by heat supply.However, at the event of loading at high temperatures above the austenite �nish temper-ature Af , the transformation of austenite into oriented martensite takes plae withoutintermediate martensite twins. For subsequent unloading below a seond ritial stressinvariant, the reverse transformation from martensite into austenite takes plae. This1



Erwin Stein and Ole Zwikertbehavior is all superelasti (or pseudoelasti) beause the strain goes bak to zero af-ter unloading, but the stress-strain urve shows a stress-plateau in the region where PTours. It should be pointed out that this property only holds within a restrited temper-ature range. At too large temperatures (� > AKrit) it turns out that plasti deformationof austenite needs lower strain energy than forming martensite, �g. 1.2 A UNIFIED MACROSCOPIC MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR PHASETRANSFORMATIONS OF MONOCRYSTALSThe total strain energy density of a rystal onsists of the partial energies of eahphase. Aording to the 1. and 2. laws of thermodynamis the atual phase is formedaording to the minimum total energy density. Therefore austenite is the stable phaseat � > As beause it has the lowest energy under this ondition, whereas martensite isthe privileged phase at � < Ms.The lassial phenomenologial thermomehanial theory of a maro-ontinuum withC1- ontinuous point kinematis is applied. It is based on Bain's priniple postulatingthat the martensiti rystallographi struture is ahieved along the smallest lattie strain.Moreover, martensite is formed whit respet to an habit plane without rigid rotation andstrains.The phases are alled ompatible in ase of small stresses in the habitus plane at theinterfae of two phases. If the stresses at the interfae are too large the phases are inom-patible. The number of possible martensite variants is restrited by the ondition thattwo neighbored phases an only exist if they are ompatible.The austenite and martensite rystallographi latties and their deformations are de-sribed by Bravais latties, using adequate linear independent lattie vetors. Aordingto the Cauhy-Born hypothesis, the deformation of the Bravais lattie vetors an bepresented by the deformation gradient F ;F 6= 0 of the point ontinuum.A uni�ed mathematial model with a related numerial method is used in this paper aspresented by Govindjee and Miehe in 2001 [2℄, based on the assumption by Ball and James[1℄ that the marosopi strain energy 	(") of a rystal orresponds to the minimum ofthe energies of all possible phase variants, given by	(") = mini=1::n �12("� "ti) : C i : ("� "ti) + Ai� ; (1)with the linearized strain tensors " and "ti. The term 'uni�ed model' means the extensionof the Helmholtz free energy to a Lagrangean funtional, as already introdued in [3℄ byPatoor et al. for a two-phase material. The added onstraint onerns the expliit massonservation of the phases.The quasi-onvexi�ed free energy is presented as	("; �) = � � (") + 	M(�) ; (2)2



Erwin Stein and Ole Zwikertwith the vetor of phase frations � =Pni=1 �iei;  is the olumn vetor of phase energiesas  = nXi=1  iei ; ei 2 Rn : (3)Evolution equations an be derived from a Lagrangean funtional with the abovedesribed onstraints in the formL("; �;; Æ) = 	("; �)�  � � + Æ(e� � � � 1); (4)with the vetor  and the salar Æ of Lagrangean parameters for the n phases ful�llingthe Kuhn-Tuker onditions  � 0 und  � � = 0: (5)The energy dissipation ondition for the driving fore f = �L=�� and a loal maximumdissipation priniple read D = f � _� � 0 ;f � _�! max : (6)With analogies to the theory of elastoplastiity it follows that the 'transformation funtion'� is onvex (similar to a onvex yield funtion) aording to� = kfk � f � 0 : (7)Iterative time integration of the onstitutive equations is performed by Newton's methodin eah integration point of the spatial �nite elements; the orresponding C-routine isonneted with Abaqus via the UMAT-interfae.3 NUMERICAL MODEL-VALIDATION OF STRAIN CONTROLLED 1DTENSION EXPERIMENTSUniaxial tension experiments were arried out by Xiangyang et al. [4℄ with rod spei-mens having retangular ross-setions, made from Cu82Al14Ni4 monorystals . Two typesof speimens were investigated therein, the �rst showing the shape memory e�et (SME)with quasiplasti deformations, and the seond one deforming with superelastiity (SE).Speimen with SME: Phase fration histories of all phases were omputed at an integrationpoint in the middle of the speimen. Austenite degenerates and the martensite variant6 arises. After omplete unloading both phases exist unhanged due to their thermody-nami equilibrium state. If the speimen would be heated up to a temperature � > Afthe material would return to its initial (austeniti) state beause it is the only stable state3



Erwin Stein and Ole Zwikertunder those onditions.Speimen with SE: In ontrast to the SME-speimen the SE-speimen shows a reversetransformation from martensite to austenite, beause martensite is not stable at 293 Kand thus transforms bak for unloading, ombined with vanishing large PT-strains whihmotivates the term 'superelasti' deformation behavior.The omparison between experimental and numerial results are presented in�g. 2 a) and b). Both �gures show that the applied maro-model for phase transformationdesribes the experimental results very well, regarding the upper bounds of the stress. Itis also obvious from �g. 2 a) that an appropriate miro-model of PT for desribing theexperimental stress-strain urve neads ruial miro-physial information and proess datawhih are hardly available.
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Figure 2: Comparison of experimental and alulated data, left (a) for SME-speimen,and right (b) for SE-speimenREFERENCES[1℄ J. M. Ball and R. D. James. Fine phase mixtures and minimizers of energy. Arh.Rat. Meh. Anal., 100:13{52, 1987.[2℄ S. Govindjee and C. Miehe. A multi-variant martensiti phase transformation model:formulation and numerial implementation. Comput. Methods Appl. Meh. Engrg.,191:215{238, 2001.[3℄ E. Patoor, A. Eberhardt, and M. Berveiller. Miromehanial modelling of superelas-tiity in shape memory alloys. Journal de Physique IV, C8-5:277{292, 1995.[4℄ Z. Xiangyang, S. Qingping, and Y. Shouwen. A non-invariant plane model for theinterfae in ualni single rystal shape memory alloys. J. Meh. Phy. Solids, 48:2163{2182, 2000. 4


